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Overview
Impact
Fly-by-wireless systems use
wireless sensor networks
(WSNs) connectivity in aircraft:
- Weight reduction
- Ease of maintenance
- Increased monitoring
capability
Problem:
Network security. Due to the
open medium, a wireless
network can be reachable by
an attacker inside the aircraft
to start a remote attack against
the flight control computer.

Blocking remote attacks in the initial
step of inside and outside attacks.

Key Findings
Use standard methods. Defeat targeted
attacks using dynamic IP addresses.
Avoid sharing IP updates with a
correspondent node known as an
attacker. Eliminate packet loss because
of address collision
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Comparing packet loss ratio of UDP
transmission for RTT equals 21 milliseconds

Explanation

WSN Increases Cessna 310R’s range by around 10%

Boeing uninterruptible autopilot:
Takes control of an aircraft away from the pilot or flight
crew in the event of a hijacking. Wireless connection is
used to connect the aircraft and a ground station.
Prevent events like:
- 9/11 Attack
- Malaysia Airlines Flight 370
- Germanwings Flight 9525
Problem:
The technology would allow cyber-terrorists to hack into
an airliner’s controls.
Remote attack:
Include special actions which allow attackers to
compromise remote systems. First step of remote attack
is
gathering
information
about
the
victim
(reconnaissance). Static addresses can help attackers in
two aspects:
- easily discoverable
- maintain the access for a long time
Solution: changing the server’s address randomly and
dynamically

Having a permanent IP (home address)
to avoid disrupting TCP sessions and a
temporary IP for connecting to other
nodes (care-of address) are explained in
Mobile IPv6. Our server acts like a
mobile node of Mobile IPv6. Only the
care-of address of the server is
accessible by clients so we use a
random IP address generator to
dynamically rotate the care-of address
of the server for moving targets.
advantages of using binding update
mechanism:
- Clients use the new server’s dynamic
IP only after receiving the BU
message from the server
- The server is able to decide who
should be informed of the new IP
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